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Modified Bohman window- FIR-Filter using FrFt for
ECG de-noising
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Abstract

A filter is a linear time invariant system, used for
removing undesirable noise from desired signal. A
filter has very essential role in denoising bio
medical signals. One such signal is ECG[2]
(Electrocardiogram) wherein contains heart
functioning information. here an attempt is done
to remove power line noise from ECG using FIR
filter with modified Bohnman window an
improvement in the filter performance is observed
in terms of RSA(Relative Side lobe Attenuation) of
window(Bohman) using Fractional Fourier
Transform and higher order polynomial functions
as windows. Simulation results are compared with
FIR filters using existing windows using
MATLAB.

filter. Gibb’s phenomenon is the phenomenon of
causing oscillations in pass band and in stop band
because of truncating the infinite Fourier series at
n= ± ((N1/2)).While finding an FIR filter that
approximates H(n). Then it is natural to seek a
window function, which is symmetrical and can
gradually weight the designed FIR coefficient
down to zeros at both ends for the range of –M ≤
n ≤M; Applying the window sequence to the
function. Filter coefficients gives h(n)=h(n).w(n),
where w(n) designated the window[4].
Rectangular window:
………………………………………..

(1)

I. INTRODUCTION
A filter is designed to pass a band of desired
frequencies without any distortion called pass
band of filter and to totally block a band of
unwanted frequencies called stop band of filter.
The digital filters are available as low pass filters,
high pass filters; band pass filters and band reject
filters. A low pass filter blocks all frequencies
above the cut off frequency. Similarly high pass
filter passes all frequencies above the specified
cut off frequency. The band pass filter allows a
particular band of frequencies and the band reject
filter rejects the particular band of frequencies and
allows the other frequencies.

Hamming window:

…. (2)

Triangular windows:

…….(3)

II. WINDOWING
The window method (Fourier transform
design with window functions) is developed to
remedy the undesirable Gibbs’s oscillations in the
pass band and stop band of the designed FIR
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IV.POLYNOMIAL FUNCTIONS AS
WINDOWS[1]:

Bartlett window:

…. (4)
where

Bohman window:
Bohman window function A Bohman window is
the convolution of two half-duration cosine lobes.
In the time domain, it is the product of a triangular
window and a single cycle of a cosine with a term
added to set the first derivative to zero at the
boundary. Bohman windows fall off as 1/w4.

‘M’ is the order of the window
Polynomial window with zero order:

( ) = (1 − | |) cos( | |) + 1 sin( | |) -1 ≤ x ≤ 1
………….. (5)

III. ELECTRO CARDIO GRAM:
The electrocardiogram (ECG or EKG) is a
diagnostic tool that measures and records the
electrical activity of the heart in exquisite detail.
Interpretation of these details allows diagnosis of
a wide range of heart conditions. These conditions
can vary from minor to life threatening.

y1= (2*(1-cos(w)))./(w.^2) …………..2
Polynomial window with first order:
y2=(12*(2-2*cos(w)-w.*sin(w)))./(w.^4)……..3
Polynomial window with second order
y3=(120*(12-(w.^2)+(w.^2).*(cos(w))6*w.*sin(w)-12*cos(w)))./(w.^6) ……………..4
Polynomial window with third order:

ECG WAVE:

y4=(1680*(w.^3).*sin(w)+20160*(w.^2).*cos(w)
-(w.^2).*20160-100800*w.*sin(w)201600*cos(w)+201600)./(w.^8) ………….5

.

Polynomial window with fourth order:
y5=(30240*(w.^4).*cos(w)+(w.^3).*604800.*sin
(w)+(w.^2).*cos(w)*5443200(w.^2)*54
43200(w.*sin(w)*25401600))cos(w)*50803200+
50803200+30240*(w.^4))./(w.^10)………….6

Figure-1 Sample ECG
The electrical cavity results in p, QRS, and T
waves that are of different sizes and shapes. When
viewed from different leads, these waves can
show a wide range of abnormalities of both the
electrical conduction system and the muscle tissue
of the hearts 4 pumping chambers.
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V. Fractional Fourier Transform:
The fractional Fourier transform (FrFT) is a
family of linear transformations generalizing the
Fourier transform. It can be thought of as the
Fourier transform to the n-th power, where n need
not be an integer thus, it can transform a function
to any intermediate domain between time and
frequency.
A generalization of Fourier Transform, the Fractional
Fourier Transform was first introduced by Victor
Namias in 1980 [5]. The Fractional Fourier Transform
X, of a function x, , [4]is defined by means of the
Transformationwith an angle kernel Ka (t,u). Xa(u)
can be expressed as

The required filter is designed by convolving the
Bohnman window with fourth order polynomial
window to the combination which fractional
Fourier transform is applied in which RSA is
improved. Now this modified window function is
applied to impulse response of the filter to get the
transfer function of the filter for which ECG with
power line noise is applied for filtering it.

VIII SIMULATION RESULTS:

…..1
where

Figure-4 :Response of fourth order
polynomial window

VI. PROPOSED CONCEPT:

Figure-2

The noisy ECG signal is first applied to lowpass
filter for removal higher level noise frequencies
then applied to notch filter for removal of power
line noise of 60hz.

VII PROPOSED FILTER
Figure-5 Response of Bohnman widow

Figure-3.Block diagram of proposed
filter
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IX RESULTS:

Figure -6: Combination of Bohnman window and
polynomial window with order four with frft.

Figure-7: Noisy ECG signal

TABLE-1 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF
PROPOSED WINDOWS:

Figure-8: filtered ECG signal output from
the proposed filter

From the table it is observed that RSA of Bohman
window is improved that definitely improves the
filter performance by improving noise rejection
level.

CONCLUSION
In this paper we observed from the results that the
designed filter using proposed technique
improved the filter performance characteristics
which enhanced the ECG by eliminating power
line interference very effectively. In our project
attempt is made only eliminate power line
interference similarly many more artefacts of
ECG can be removed with our proposed FIR filter
which can be encouraged.
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